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I. 8ACKC:ROliND 

A. St>nu of a, I Pany Appllcotiont 

I. The Chamber of ll>< Exlt1IO!dhwy Cluunbcrs in the Couno of Camtodia ("llCCC") 

held a hc::uing on the appenl by tbe Co--Lnwyas ior lhe Ch:lrgcd P\.'11!1VU Nuon Cbco o.gni.nst; dk' 

Provisional De!A:ntioo Order of the Co-lnvestigoting lud&es ("appeal � provisional 

detention") on 7-8 Febnwy 2008. 

2. At the time of the hearing, there were four Civil Panj� in the: crimina_! procecling;s relating tO 

cue file no. 002/19.o9�·ECCCIOCU. On 28 Dectmber 2007, the Grcllim of lhe Co

ln..,cstigating Judges filcrl rormal nolificatiou.s to this effect addmsed 10 the C.vil Pnrtics.1 The 

Ct<flicn of lhe Co-IA•'<Siigotill& Judges had )ll'rnoosly filed lnter-OOicc Mcmon>ndn 

nddressod to tbe Pre-'fri•l Clmmber datod 20 November 2001' and 13 December 2007' 

rcspeeth'<ly, 0011c:eming two of the <i••il party appliCIIliom. The memoranda ;,formed ll>e Pro

Trial Chamber thnt the applicatioos had boon notified to the otber parties <ltld tbe Clwged 

Persons and l.h81lbc: applicants couki be COMideted <.:1\'d t•anJcs tor all pwpu!ll.a tell'ltc<llo C�UCJ 

r.lc no. 002119-09·07-ECCC/OCU. 

3. On the bRsis of the me,moro.ndum dawcl 20 November 2007, on Z2 November :001 the Pre-Trial 

Clwnber oocified the Civil Party eooccmed of the IIJ)J>Cill apinst provisional :lctention.' On 19 

O.cember 2007, the Pre·Trial Chamber scheduled the hearing of the appeal for 4 Februaty 

2008.' On 16 Jonuary 2008. the President of the Pre-Trial Clmmber infomed the four Civil 

Parties that, in aocordooce witb R11le n( 4) of the Internal Rules ("Rules"), their lawyer.; could 

c:oosult the ease me q> to the date of the heacin$ ud that any plctadings ilad to be filed in 

�c.;ordan<:e with the Pmeticc Direction ECCCIO 112007/Rev. I on the liling or documents before 

the ECCC.' On 31 Juutll)' 2008,1he Pre·Trial Ownber wu informed by tle Victlnu Urut of 
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1 a.p ,.,_ Nuoo Ca. su,., of CMI l'u1y App- 21 _, 20CII (C..C Pilo: 002/19--09-2007• 
ECCCIOCIJ, 022/tnt. Chottd""""' Nuoo Cka. S- of0,,1 l'u1y ....,..._ 21 Occaoba 2007 (C..C Fw. 
OOl/lSl-09-2007-BCCCIOCIJ, 022/612); Cbnrpd Pmon Nooa C11ta.. Statw or Civil Party Applkation. ll Ooccmbtr 
2(IO? (Case File: OOVl9.o9-?00'1•ECCCJOOJ, 02l/7/l): Oiqcd Pe11on NIMI Chen. Staht!I of Cl11II Pllrty 
~ ll Doecal>c,lClr(C- Fi!t:~M9-2007-EC0C'OCU.Dll1212.). 
1 Chupl P«JOl'I Nuoo Oita. omc.o of the 0).ltlvcsti911ting IQCfcfl, lntaol'ntt Mcmoraodurt, SCl!llS ol cMI pert)' 
_f!Lltkia of Olan 'l'beary Sena, '!O Nowmbcr2007 (Cue FU« 002/19'-09-200'1-t~CCCIOCIJ, A 70). 
a.pd.P«toa W-ax.. IUMU .. CoJ. D'~ lnleroff.ct Memorandum, Slaws (k 

F-;«rn• . 13 Occcml>ct 2007 (C..C File: 002/J-7•ECCOOCU, A93~ + 
ChatS00 PCOIOJI Nuon Chea. 'foti llcudoa of A(lptaJ in ( Me of Chllf'lcd Pcnon Noon C1lc-.a. Z2 

file: 002/19--09,2007-ECCCJCCU (P'l'COI~ Cl 1/9). 
'a.pd ...... ~--°" ScMdulq Or<b. 19 --2007 (Cas, Filo'. OOl/1-2007-
CI 1/14). ! ff 
• Claarpl .Pcr,on Nooii1 Cbc1, Sm\Jf of CMl P:nty Applicntio11r1, 16 Jll/Wlt.r)' 200R (Case! F1 .,.. 
ECCCocU (PTCOJ). Cl lfl71. 
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the appointment of lawyers for all four Civil Parties and of their intention to appear at the 

hearing. On 4 February 2008, the Co-Investigating Judges filed Lawyer's Recognition 

Decisions dated 31 January 2008/ accrediting and recognising HONG Kim Suon, LOR Chunty 

and NY Chandy as the Lawyers for the four Civil Parties. 

4. Prior to the hearing scheduled for 4 February 2008, the Pre-Trial Chamber distributed a 

document entitled "Conduct of Criminal Proceedings" to the parties, setting out the procedures 

to be followed during the hearing and indicating the point at which the President would invite 

the lawyers for the Civil Parties to make submissions, if applicable. During the hearing, the 

lawyers for the Civil Parties were invited to comment on the defence application for an 

adjournment. Prior to the re-scheduled hearing on 7 February, an updated version of the 

"Conduct of Criminal Proceedings" document was distributed to the parties, indicating the 

names of the lawyers for the Civil Parties and stating that they would be allowed to make 

submissions for up to thirty minutes each. 

B. Arguments of the Parties at the Hearing on 7 February 2008 

5. At the hearing, the national Co-Lawyer submitted that according to Internal Rule 23 and the 

Cambodian Criminal Procedure Code ("CPC"), Civil Parties were only permitted to participate 

in the trial on the merits and not in pre-trial proceedings. He subsequently framed his argument 

around the difficulty of having two complainants -both the Charged Person and the victims - in 

the provisional detention proceedings. The international Co-Lawyer argued that Rule 23 was 

silent as to the scope of civil party participation but that since the notion of participation in Rule 

23(1)(a) presupposed an interest in the outcome of the proceedings, a restrictive approach 

should be applied. The lawyer cited the decision of the Appeals Chamber of the International 

Criminal Court in the case of Lubanga in support of his arguments. 8 The lawyer argued that the 

Chamber must ensure that any views and concerns of victims are presented in a manner which 

is not prejudicial to, or inconsistent with, the rights of the accused and the right to a fair trial. It 

was noted that the Civil Parties had not filed pleadings or otherwise made their interests known. 

6. The national Co-Prosecutor responded that the Internal Rules did not provide a clear indication 

7 Charged Person Nuon Chea, Lawyer's Recognition Decision, 4 February 2008 (Case 

n,,i�ion on Civil Partv Participation in Provisional Detention Appeals 3/21 

Cll/S� 
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F" ~09:2061'~ 
ECCC/OCIJ, D22/7/5); Charged Person Nuon Chea, Lawyer's Recognition Decision, 4 Febru (~~e~.Eii1h,\ 
002/19-09-2007-ECCC/OCIJ, D22/2/5); Charged Person Nuon Chea, Power of Attorney Letter, l ~n\a)ry .~.gsJC~~~~;j ~. 
File: 002/19-09-2007-ECCC/OCIJ, ~22/2/3). ._c~; -E~~\ /..,)~ 
8 P,:osecu~or v. Thom~~ Lubanga DY_1lo, Case No. ICC-01/04-01/06, "Judgment on the appeal of Mr. Q'.1?:1~~r1:;~~(-:/~/2 
Dyilo agamst the dec1S1on of Pre-Trial Chamber I", 13 February 2007. '::,.....,,.~~~~:.:, ... .....-::. 
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international Co-Prosecutor submitted that Rule 23 did not limit the meaning of "proceedings" 

and pointed to the evolution of international criminal practice to include civil party participation 

at the investigative stage. He argued that the outcome of the Lubanga case was that a group of 

victims were allowed to participate in a pre-trial detention appeal and that the Pre-Trial 

Chamber had acted within the ambit of Rule 23. 

7. The lawyers for the Civil Parties argued that under Rule 23, Civil Parties had the right to 

participate from the commencement of the prosecution and wished to address the court on how 

the Charged Person could affect society if he were released. 

C. Decision to Proceed with the Hearing while Reserving all Rights 

8. The Pre-Trial Chamber deliberated and heard further submissions, which disclosed a joint 

interest in proceeding with the hearing. The hearing proceeded on the basis that the Civil Parties 

and their lawyers would submit any written notes of their submissions to the Co-Lawyers for 

the defence in advance and would be permitted to make their submissions. Following a ruling 

by the Pre-Trial Chamber on the issue of civil party participation in provisional detention 

appeals, the submissions by the Civil Parties and/or their lawyers would be admitted or 

excluded as appropriate prior to determining the provisional detention appeal. 

9. On 12 February 2008, the Pre-Trial Chamber issued a public order for the defence teams in all 

outstanding provisional detention appeals, the Co-Prosecutors and the Civil Parties to file 

submissions on the issues related to Civil Parties raised in the hearing, and inviting amici curiae 

to submit briefs by 22 February 2008.9 The Pre-Trial Chamber sought "focused submissions 

from amici curiae addressing the issue of the balance between the rights of the Charged Person 

to a fair trial and the right of the Civil Parties in the context of the ECCC Internal Rules". The 

parties were permitted to file responses by 6 March 2008. 

D. Requests from the Co-Lawyers of the Charged Person 

Decision on Civil Party Participation in Provisional Detention Appeals 4/21 Downloaded from worldcourts.com subject to terms and conditions. See worldcourts.com/terms.htm
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II. WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS OF THE PARTIES 

11. The Co- Lawyers for the Defence in all four cases affected by the current decision filed 

submissions10 in which they argue the following: 

(i) According to the Criminal Procedure Code of Cambodia ("CPC"), compensation 

following a determination of guilt is the sole purpose of civil party action. Furthermore, 

Civil Parties may not appeal against warrants for temporary detention or judicial 

supervision, and neither the investigating judge nor the court of first instance is required 

to hear civil party submissions prior to ordering the release or continued detention of an 

accused person. 

(ii) The Internal Rules accord with the CPC on the question of civil party appellate standing 

in not permitting Civil Parties to appeal against decisions concerning provisional 

detention. 

(iii) At the International Criminal Court ("ICC") victims must seek leave to participate in 

appeals related to provisional detention and the burden is on them to demonstrate how 

their personal interests are affected, the appropriateness of their participation and the 

lack of prejudice to the defence. Even if this burden is satisfied, the Chamber may reject 

their participation as being unhelpful. 

(iv) The Pre-Trial Chamber has no jurisdiction to allow the Civil Parties to participate in 

appeals related to provisional detention as there has been no formal review and 

acceptance of their applications to become Civil Parties by the Co- Investigating Judges. 

(v) Civil party participation in appeals on provisional detention is prohibited under the CPC 

and Internal Rules when read together, and in practice before the courts of Cambodia. 

(vi) Alternatively, the Civil Parties may not participate in proceedings in which their 

personal interests are not affected and any general concerns are capable of vindication 

by the Prosecution. 

(vii) Civil party participation is inconsistent with the rights of the Charged Persons as it could 

slow down the proceedings, place an unjust burden on the defence to respond to a 

multiplicity of opponents and risk injecting irrelevant and potentially prejudicial 

material into the proceedings. 

12. The Co-Prosecutors11 submit as follows: 

Decision on Civil Party Participation in Provisional Detention Appeals 5/21 Downloaded from worldcourts.com subject to terms and conditions. See worldcourts.com/terms.htm
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(i) Internal Rule 23 codifies the law on civil party actions by victims and the purpose of 

such action is to participate in criminal proceedings by supporting the prosecution and to 

allow victims to seek reparations. The term "criminal proceedings" is used without 

limitation and should be interpreted to mean all stages of the proceedings. The Internal 

Rules envisage that participation can be regulated by requesting multiple Civil Parties to 

have a common counsel. 

(ii) The CPC also allows victims to join as Civil Parties and participate at every stage of 

criminal proceedings although it is silent on the extent of participation during 

provisional detention appeal4earings. 

(iii) Municipal jurisdictions, such as France and Spain provide for victims' participation in 

criminal proceedings to varying degrees. 

(iv) At the ICC, victims have participated in pre-trial proceedings and in the Lubanga case, 

the Appeals Chamber allowed victims to participate in provisional release appeal 

proceedings after requiring them to file a statement explaining how their interests were 

affected. 

(v) International human rights documents advocate a broad approach to the participatory 

rights of victims. 

(vi) The letter and spirit of the basic documents of the ECCC lead to the conclusion that the 

Civil Parties are parties at all stages of the proceedings including provisional detention 

appeals. Even though Civil Parties do not attend the adversarial hearing on provisional 

detention nor are they eligible to appeal the order, they may participate in the appeal 

hearing to support the prosecution. A contrary interpretation would limit a Civil Party's 

right to be a party to a criminal proceeding as its interest in the proceeding would not be 

represented. 

(vii) The recognition of victims as parties is guided by sound legal and policy considerations. 

They can inform the court of issues relevant to provisional detention on the basis of their 

first-hand knowledge. 

(viii) The Pre-Trial Chamber ought to weigh the rights of potentially numerous victims to 

participate meaningfully in the proceedings with the right of the defendants to fair and 

expeditious proceedings. 

(ix) The Co-Prosecutors therefore propose an eight point regime for civil party participation 

during provisional detention appeals. 

13. The Civil Parties make the following arguments: 

(i) In the Cambodian legal system and other civil law systems, victims 

n��:�:�� �� r;uil Po:>rhJ P<>rtir.inlltion in Provisional Detention Appeals 6/21 Downloaded from worldcourts.com subject to terms and conditions. See worldcourts.com/terms.htm
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made to Articles 259 and 260 of the CPC and to examples of Cambodian cases in which 

Civil Parties were present during appeals concerning provisional detention or bail. 

(ii) Cambodian law explicitly allows the presence of Civil Parties at all stages of the 

proceedings and Civil Parties may make observations during hearings. This practice 

does not contradict international standards. 

(iii) The presence of Civil Parties does not violate the Charged Person's right to a fair trial. 

This would only occur if there were a violation of a specific right such as the right to a 

lawyer. 

(iv) In the Cambodian legal system, the ECCC law and the Internal Rules, in contrast to the 

ICC, there is no requirement that victims demonstrate that their personal interests are 

affected. Victims at the ICC do not enjoy the status of Civil Parties. ICC practice is not 

binding on the ECCC. 

(v) In Cambodian law, there is no obligation to submit a brief and the failure to do so does 

not amount to a waiver of the right to make oral submissions. 

(vi) Internal Rule 23(l)(a) means that Civil Parties shall enjoy the same rights as the defence 

and prosecution. Pursuant to the Internal Rules, Civil Parties have the right to participate 

in appeal hearings without seeking prior permission. 

Ill. AMICUS CURIAE BRIEFS 

14. The Pre-Trial Chamber acknowledges with thanks the amicus curiae briefs received from: 

• Anne Heindel, Legal Adviser, Documentation Center of Cambodia12 

• Christoph Safferling, Professor, Philipps University, Marburg13 

• Khmer Institute of Democracy14 

• L' Association pour les droits de l'Homme et le developpement au Cambodge 

(ADHOC)15 

• Redress Trust, International Federation of Human Rights (FIDH) and Avocats 

sans Frontieres16 

12 Charged Person Nuon Chea, Amicus Curiae brief: Anne Heindel, Legal Adviser, Documentation Center of 
Cambodia, "On the Issue of Civil Party Participation in Appeals against Provisional Detention Orders", 20 February 
2008 (Case File: 002/19-09-2007-ECCC/OCIJ (PTC01), C11/38). 
13 Charged Person Nuon Chea, Amicus Curiae brief: Dr. Christoph Safferling, Professor, Philipps Universi 
"Amicus Curiae concerning Criminal Case File No. 002119-09-2007-ECCC/OCIJ (PTC01)", 22 Feb 
File: 002/19-09-2007-ECCC/OCIJ (PTC01), Cll /39). 
14 Charged Person Nuon Chea, Amicus Curiae brief: Khmer Institute of Democracy, "Amicus Cu ,.� 

Civil Party Participation in Appeals against Orders of Provisional Detention By the Co-Inv . \ 
�ebruary 2008 (Case File: 002/19-�9-2007-�CC�/OCIJ (PTC?1!, C11140). . � £:! 
1 Charged Person Nuon Chea, Am1cus Cunae bnef: L' AssociatiOn pour les drmts de I' Homme �. ><t· 

Cambodge (AD HOC), "Memoire D' Amicus Curiae Sur La Question de la Participation des Part � 
Chambre Preliminaire Pour L' Appel Forme Contre la Decision de Detention Provisoire", 22 Febru' 
002/19-09-2007-ECCC/OCIJ (PTCOl ), C11/41). 

Decision on Civil Partv Particioation in Provisional Detention Appeals 7/21 Downloaded from worldcourts.com subject to terms and conditions. See worldcourts.com/terms.htm
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15. These briefs have been published on the website of the ECCC and the information contained 

therein has been considered by the Pre-Trial Chamber. The Pre-Trial Chamber notes that the 

submissions in some cases are broader in scope than explicitly requested. The Pre-Trial 

Chamber has been assisted by submissions related to the interest of Civil Parties in participating 

in appeals against detention orders, the balancing of the rights of Civil Parties and those of 

Charged Persons, civil party participation at the ICC and in national jurisdictions, and relevant 

jurisprudence of regional courts. 

IV. WRITTEN RESPONSES OF THE PARTIES 

16. The Co-Lawyers for three of the Charged Persons filed a joint response to the submissions of 

the other parties and the amicus curiae briefs in which they raised the following additional 

points: 

(i) A majority of the amicus curiae briefs are inadmissible as they fail to address or go 

beyond the specific issue presented by the Chamber and are defective in their form. 

Most tend to focus on the question of civil-party raison d'etre rather than the question of 

civil party interests in provisional detention proceedings. 

(ii) The Defence position should be seen as a logical and practical reflection of the existing 

law which does not contemplate civil party participation in provisional detention 

appeals. Civil party involvement at the pre-trial stage should be procedure-specific. 

(iii) The Internal Rules are not as permissive as described by the Co-Prosecutors and amici 

and Rule 74 recognizes a difference between the parties with regard to their locus standi 
before the Pre-Trial Chamber raising the question of what is meant by the notion of full

party status. 

(iv) The presumed benefits associated with victim participation will not be diminished by 

excluding them from proceedings related to provisional detention. 

(v) The ICC Appeals Chamber has recognized that a procedure involving the filing of 

applications to participate is vital to safeguarding the rights of the Charged Person. 

(vi) Allowing the Civil Parties to participate in provisional detention appeals would violate 

(vii) 

8/21 Downloaded from worldcourts.com subject to terms and conditions. See worldcourts.com/terms.htm
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Ct�tl �3 
(viii) Alternatively, the Defence propose a regime to be applied in preference to the one 

proposed by the Co-Prosecutors. 

17. The Co-Prosecutors reiterate their previous submissions and present arguments with respect to 

the Co-Lawyers' contention that the Co-Investigating Judges' procedures were deficient as they 

did not themselves accept the civil party applications.17 The Co-Prosecutors submit that neither 

the Internal Rules nor the Practice Direction on Victim Participation18 require a reasoned order 

by the Co-Investigating Judges when admitting a civil party application and that the absence of 

such a mechanism is justified on policy grounds. Moreover, it is argued that the Pre-Trial 

Chamber is not vested with the power to recognize Civil Parties or find their applications 

inadmissible as this power is vested only in the Co-Investigating Judges or Trial Chamber under 

the Rules. 

18. The Lawyers for the Civil Parties submit that the CPC has priority over the Internal Rules. They 

refer to Article 5 of the CPC which provides that a victim may join "I 'action publique" as a 

Civil Party and does not only have a role in "!'action civile". They describe the conduct of 

appeal hearings before the Cambodian Chambre d'instruction and cite cases where Civil Parties 

participated in an appeal against a detention order. They argue that reliance on ICC 

jurisprudence is misplaced and that the CPC does not require victims to present their personal 

interests with respect to different procedural stages or hearings, rather, Civil Parties have full 

procedural rights. They submit further that a lack of written pleadings does not prohibit oral 

arguments and that the rights of Civil Parties would be jeopardised if the Pre-Trial Chamber 

were to refuse the right of oral argument to a Civil Party who has no relevant submission to 

make, as proposed by the Co-Prosecutors. 

V. APPLICABLELAW 

19. The first sentence of Article 33(new) of the ECCC Law19 provides: 

The Extraordinary Chambers of the trial court shall ensure that trials are fair and 

expeditious and are conducted in accordance with existing procedures in force, with 

full respect for the rights of the accused and for the protection of victims and witnesses. 

17 Charged Person Nuon Chea, Co-Prosecutors' Response to the Joint Defence Submissions on Civ' 
in Provisional Detention Appeals, 6 March 2008 (Case File No. 002/19-09-2007-ECCC/OCIJ 
18 .Inte:nal Rules (Rev. 1_) �f the E��ao�dinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia, 1 February 
Drrect10n 02/2007 o� Vtcttm ParttctpatiOn, �October 2007. . . \ 1:? 
19 Law .on the E�tabhshme�t of the Extraor�mary Chambers m the Courts of Cambodia for the Pr 
Committed Durmg the Penod of Democratic Kampuchea, 2001 as promulgated on 27 October 20 
(NSIRKM/1004/006), Article 33(new). 

nPI't�tnn nn rivil Partv Particination in Provisional Detention Appeals 
-
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20. The second sentence of Article 33(new) , which is mirrored in Article 20(new) concerning the 

Co-Prosecutors and Article 23(new) concerning the investigations, as well as in Article 12(1) of 

the ECCC Agreement20, goes on to provide: 

If these existing procedures do not deal with a particular matter, or if there is 

uncertainty regarding their interpretation or application or if there is a question 

regarding their consistency with international standards, guidance may be sought in 

procedural rules established at the international level. 

A. The Internal Rules 

21. Internal Rule 2 l(l )(a) states in relevant part: 

ECCC proceedings shall be fair and adversarial and preserve a balance between the 

rights of the parties.21 

22. Internal Rule 23 concerning civil party action by victims provides in relevant part: 

1. The purpose of Civil Party action before the ECCC is to: 

[ . .. ] 

a) Participate in criminal proceedings against those responsible for crimes 

within the jurisdiction of the ECCC by supporting the prosecution; and 

b) Allow Victims to seek collective and moral reparations, as provided in this 

Rule. 

3. At any time during the judicial investigation, a Victim may apply to the Co

Investigating Judges in writing to be joined as a Civil Party. Subject to the 

provisions in these IRs relating to the protection of Victims, the Co-Investigating 

Judges must notify the Co-Prosecutors and the Charged Person. The Co

Investigating Judges may decide by reasoned order that the Civil Party application 

is inadmissible. Such order shall be open to appeal by the Victim. 

4. A Victim may submit a Civil Party application up until the opening of proceedings 

before the Trial Chamber. Such application shall be in writing and filed with the 

Greffier of the Trial Chamber and shall be placed on the record of 

Victim who has filed a Civil Party application during the investigation sha ' �' s e t: 
1f1. 

required to renew the application before the Chambers. * ·• � "b 

• 

" Agree�nt between the UN :md the Royal Government of Cambodia concerning the Prosecutio 
Law of Cnmes Comm1tted durmg the Pe�10d of Democra�1c Kampuchea, 2003, �1cle 12(1 ). 
21 Internal Rules (Rev. 1) of the Extraordinary Chambers m the Courts of Cambodm, 1 February 

"--'-'-- -- 1"': .. :1 Da.-ha P<>rtirin<>tinn in Provisional Detention Appeals 10/21 
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[ . . . ] 
6. Being joined as a Civil Party shall have the following effects: 

a) When joined as a Civil Party, the Victim becomes a party to the criminal 

proceedings. The Civil Party can no longer be questioned as a simple 

witness in the same case and, subject to Rule 62 relating to Rogatory 

Letters, may only be interviewed under the same conditions as a Charged 

Person or Accused; 

b) The Chambers shall not hand down judgment on a Civil Party action that is 

in contradiction with their judgment on public prosecution of the same 

case; and 

c) The Co-Investigating Judges and the Chambers may afford to Civil Parties 

the protection measures set out in Rule 29. 

7. Any Victim participating in proceedings before the ECCC as a Civil Party has the 

right to be represented by a national lawyer, or a foreign lawyer in collaboration 

with a national lawyer. 

[ ... ] 
8. A group of Civil Parties may choose to be represented by a common lawyer drawn 

from the list held by the Victims Unit. In addition, the Co-Investigating Judges or 

the Chambers may organize such common representation, as follows: 

a) The Co-Investigating Judges or the Chambers, may request a group of Civil 

Parties to choose a common lawyer within a set time limit; 

b) Where a group of Civil Parties is unable to choose a common lawyer within 

such time limit, the Civil Parties may request the Victims Unit to choose 

one or more common lawyers for them. In that case the Unit shall take into 

account the wishes of the Civil Parties concerned and the particular 

circumstances of the case, and any conflicting interests within the group, as 

well as the need to respect local traditions and to assist vulnerable groups; 

c) Where the interests of Justice so require, the Co-Investigating Judges or the 

Chambers may, .after consulting the Victims Unit, designate a common 

lawyer for such a group of Civil Parties; 

d) The Co-Investigating judges or the Chambers and the Victims Unit shall 

take all reasonable steps to ensure that in the selection of common lawyers, 

the distinct interests of each of the Civil Parties are represented and that 

any conflict of interest is avoided; 

judges or the Chambers; and 
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f) Civil parties who lack the necessary means to pay for a common lawyer 

designated by the Co-Investigating Judges or the Chambers may seek 

assistance from the Victims Unit. 

c u { S""3 

23. Rule 63 ( 1 )(a) on provisional detention provides: 

The Co-Investigating Judges may order the Provisional Detention of a Charged Person 

after an adversarial hearing. If the Charged Person does not yet have the assistance of a 

lawyer, he or she shall be advised of the right to a lawyer as provided by Rule 2l(l)(d). 

The Charged Person has the right to a reasonable period in order to prepare his or her 

defence. During the hearing, the Co-Investigating Judges shall hear the Co-Prosecutors, 

the Charged Person and his or her lawyer. At the end of the hearing the Co

Investigating Judges shall decide on Provisional Detention. If Provisional Detention is 

not ordered, the Charged Person shall be released. If the Co-Investigating Judges 

decide to order Provisional Detention they shall issue a Detention Order. 

24. Rule 74(4) concerning grounds for pre-trial appeals provides that Civil Parties may appeal 

against the following orders of the Co-Investigating Judges: 

a) refusing requests for investigative action allowed under these Rules; 

b) declaring the Civil Party application inadmissible; 

c) refusing requests for the restitution of seized property; 

d) refusing requests for expert reports allowed under these IRs; 

e) refusing requests for further expert investigation allowed under these IRs; 

t) a Dismissal Order where the Co-Prosecutors have appealed; 

g) refusing an application to seise the Chamber for annulment of investigative action; 

or 

h) relating to protective measures. 

25. Rule 77 describes the procedure for pre-trial appeals and applications and states in relevant part: 

3. The President of the Chamber shall verify that the case file is up to date and set a 

hearing date. The Greffier of the Chamber shall notify the Co-Investigating 

Chamber as provided in the Practice Direction on filing of documents. 
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shall record the date of receipt on pleadings and immediately place them in the case 

file. 

10. The President of the Chamber shall appoint one international and one national 

judge to be co-rapporteurs. The co-rapporteurs shall prepare a written report which 

shall set out the facts at issue and the details of the decision being appealed, which 

shall be placed on the case file. After the co-rapporteurs have read their report, the 

Co-Prosecutors and the lawyers for the parties may present brief observations. The 

Chamber may order the personal appearance of any person, as well as the 

production of exhibits. 

14. All decisions under this Rule, including any dissenting opinions, shall be reasoned 

and signed by their authors. Such decisions shall be notified to the Co-Investigating 

Judges, the Co-Prosecutors and the other parties by the Greffier of the Chamber. 

The Co-Investigating Judges shall immediately proceed in accordance with the 

decision of the Chamber. 

26. The Glossary of the Internal Rules defines a "Civil Party" as "a victim whose application to 

become a Civil Party has been accepted by the Co-Investigating Judges or the Trial Chamber in 

accordance with these [Internal Rules]". The word "Party" includes the Co-Prosecutors, the 

Charged Persons/ Accused and Civil Parties. 

B. Cambodian Procedure and Practice 

27. Article 2 of the CPC defines the purpose of criminal and civil actions: 

L'action publique et I' action civile sont deux actions en justice. 

L'action publique a pour objet de constater }'existence d'une infraction, d'etablir la 

culpabilite de son auteur et d'infliger a celui-ci les peines prevues par la loi. 

L'action civile a pour objet de n!parer le prejudice cause ala victime d'une infraction et 

de permettre a la victime d'obtenir des dommages inten�ts suffisants par rapport au 

prejudice subi.22 
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29. The CPC envisages the participation of Civil Parties during the investigation. Article 134 

describes requests that may be made by the Civil Party to the investigating judge. Articles 137 

and 13 8 provide that when an investigation starts, a victim may file a request or complaint with 

the investigating judge to become a Civil Party. Articles 203 to 218 of the CPC dealing with 

provisional detention do not make reference to Civil Parties and Article 268, which sets out the 

warrants of the investigating judge that may be appealed against by Civil Parties, does not 

include provisional detention orders. Article 258 concerning the Investigative Chamber 

(comparable in its functions to the ECCC's Pre-Trial Chamber) provides that <tfter receiving an 

appeal, the President of the Chamber shall notify the parties and their lawyers of the hearing 

date. The accused person, Civil Party or lawyer shall sign to confirm receipt of the notification 

if it is made orally. In accordance with Article 259, the lawyers may consult the case file up to 

the date of the hearing and the parties and lawyers may file pleadings with the court clerk. 

Article 260 provides that the parties may be summonsed to attend the hearing. 

C. International Standards 

UN Victims Declaration 

30. On 29 November 1985, the United Nations General Assembly unanimously adopted a 

Declaration of Basic Principles of Justice for Victims of Crime and Abuse of Power ("UN 

Victims Declaration"), designed to assist governments and the international community in their 

efforts to recognise and respect the rights of victims without prejudice to the rights of suspects 

or offenders. Principle 6 provides that: 

The responsiveness of judicial and administrative processes to the needs of victims 

should be facilitated by: 

(a) Informing victims of their role and the scope, timing and progress of the 

proceedings and of the disposition of their cases, especially where serious 

crimes are involved and where they have requested such information. 

(b) Allowing the views and concerns of victims to be presented and considered 

at appropriate stages of the proceedings where their personal interests are 

affected, without prejudice to the accused and consistent with the relevant 

national criminal justice system. 23 
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31. The principles enunciated in the UN Victims Declaration were reaffirmed in the Basic 

Principles and Guidelines on the Right to a Remedy and Reparation for Victims of Gross 

Violations of International Human Rights Law and Serious Violations of International 

Humanitarian Law adopted by the United Nations General Assembly on 16 December 2005?4 

The principles include the obligation to provide those who claim to be victims of a human rights 

or humanitarian law violation with equal and effective access to justice. 

Structure of other international or internationalized courts 

32. The ICC Statute provides in Article 68(3): 

Where the personal interests of victims are affected, the Court shall permit their views 

and concerns to be presented and considered at stages of the proceedings determined to 

be appropriate by the Court and in a manner which is not prejudicial to or inconsistent 

with the rights of the accused and a fair and impartial trial.25 

33. Article 12.3 of UNTAET Regulation No.2000/30 in the Transitional Rules of Criminal 

Procedure of East Timor states: 

Any victim has the right to be heard at a review hearing before the Investigating Judge, 

and at any hearing on an application for conditional release pursuant to Section 43 of 

the present regulation. In the exercise of this right, the victim may be represented in 

court by a legal representative. An individual victim has the right to be notified by the 

prosecutor, or by the police in proceedings pursuant to Section 44 of the present 

regulation, in advance of the time and place of review hearings referred to in Sections 

20, 29.5 and 43 of the present regulation, provided that the victim has previously 

indicated in a reasonable manner to the court, prosecutor or investigating officer a 

desire to be so notified. 

34. The Provisional Criminal Procedure Code ofKosovo provides in Articles 80, 81 and 82: 

Article 80 

(1) The injured party has the right to file a property claim in criminal proceedings in 

accordance with Article 108 paragraph 1 of the present Code. 

(2) During all stages of criminal proceedings, the injured party has the right 

24 General Assembly resolution 60/147. 
25 Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, A/CONF.l83/9, 17 July 1998, article 68(3). 
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(3) In the main trial, the injured party has the right to propose evidence, to put 

questions to the defendant, witnesses and expert witnesses, to make remarks and 

present clarifications concerning their testimony and to give other statements and to 

file motions. 

(4) In accordance with the provisions of the present Code, the injured party has the 

right to inspect the record and documents and objects that serve as evidence. 

(5) The public prosecutor, the pre-trial judge and the presiding judge shall inform the 

injured party about the rights provided for in paragraphs 1 through 4 of the present 

article. 

Article 81 

(1) The injured party and his or her legal representative may also exercise their rights 

in proceedings through an authorized representative. 

(2) The injured party, his or her legal representative and authorized representative are 

obliged to inform the court of every change in address or current residence. 

(3) An authorized representative shall have a duty to safeguard the rights of the injured 

party, especially to protect his or her integrity during examination before the 

authority conducting the proceedings and to file and pursue property claims. 

(4) Victim Advocates of the Victim Advocacy Unit shall assist injured parties in 

safeguarding their rights, including, where appropriate, as authorized 

representatives of the injured parties in accordance with the present article. 

Article 82 

(1) The injured party shall have an authorized representative from the initiation of the 

criminal proceedings: 

1) If the injured party is a child; 

2) If the injured party has a domestic relationship with the defendant; 

CUIS'3 

3) If the proceedings are conducted for the criminal offences in Article 139 of the 

Provisional Criminal Code or the criminal offences against sexual integrity in 

Chapter XIX of the Provisional Criminal Code, except the criminal offences in 

Article 203 of the Provisional Criminal Code; 

4) If the injured party has a mental disorder or disability; or 

5) If the court finds that the injured party is particularly vulnerable and in substantial 

need of the assistance of an authorized representative. 

(2) In the cases provided for in paragraph 1 of the present article, if the injured 

expense. 
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35. At issue is the scope of Internal Rule 23(1) where it reads: "The purpose of Civil Party action 

before the ECCC is to a) Participate in criminal proceedings ... by supporting the prosecution". 

The question raised is whether this includes the possibility of Civil Parties to participate in the 

appeal against the Provisional Detention Order in the case of the Charged Person. 

36. The Pre-Trial Chamber finds that the text of Internal Rule 23(l)(a) is clear in its wording that 

Civil Parties can participate in all criminal proceedings, which includes the procedure related to 

appeals against provisional detention before the Pre-Trial Chamber. The Pre-Trial Chamber 

further considers that the provisions in the Internal Rules quoted in paragraphs 20 to 26 make it 

clear that Civil Parties have active rights to participate starting from the investigative phase of 

the procedure. 

3 7. The Pre-Trial Chamber notes that the inclusion of Civil Parties in proceedings is in recognition 

of the stated pursuit of national reconciliation.26 The Pre-Trial Chamber has no jurisdiction to 

examine the Internal Rules in full regarding victim participation, but merely to examine the 

issue as outlined above. 

38. The jurisdiction of the Pre-Trial Chamber in the Internal Rules regarding provisional detention 

appeals was based on the jurisdiction of the Investigation Chamber. The Pre-Trial Chamber can 

therefore seek guidance for its functioning in the articles in the CPC prescribed for the 

Investigating Chambers. In the CPC, there is a provision in articles 259 and 260 for the Civil 

Parties related to participation in appeals against detention orders. Reading Rule 23(1) in the 

light ·of the CPC means that the wording envisages participation of Civil Parties during the 

proceedings of the ECCC, including appeals against provisional detention orders. 

39. According to Article 12 of the ECCC Agreement, there is an obligation for the Pre-Trial 

Chamber to see whether the CPC is consistent with international standards on this issue if the 

Pre-Trial Chamber is to seek guidance from the CPC. 

concerning civil party participation in criminal proceedings set out in para 
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above27• Furthermore, it is consistent with procedural rules of the international tribunals 

mentioned in paragraphs 32, 33 and 34. The Internal Rules differ in some procedural respects 

from those of other courts, but not in respect of the principle of civil party participation during 

the detention phase. Considering this international practice, civil party participation during the 

detention phase must in addition be regarded as generally complying with fair trial principles. In 

general, it is further accepted that Civil Parties may have an interest in the outcome of an appeal 

against a detention order. 

41. The Pre-Trial Chamber notes that the Internal Rules differ from the CPC and the 

aforementioned provisions in so far as there is no provision for the Civil Parties to participate in 

the adversarial hearing before the Co-Investigating Judges of the ECCC. Internal Rule 63(1) 

provides for the Co-Investigating Judges to hear only "the Co-Prosecutors, the Charged Person 

and his or her lawyer". 28 . Where an investigation is commenced by the Co-Prosecutors on the 

basis of a complaint, there is no procedure for the complainant to be informed of whether this 

has been followed by a judicial investigation. By operation of the Internal Rules, any 

prospective Civil Party will first become aware of any judicial investigations against a specific 

Charged Person upon the notification of the issuing of a provisional detention order, as is 

provided for in Internal Rule 46. Thus civil party participation is only possible and provided for 

in the Internal Rule 23(3) from and after the commencement of a judicial investigation, and, in 

effect, after an order has been made under Rule 63. Where a Charged Person has made an 

appeal against a provisional detention order, as provided for in Internal Rule 63(4), the Civil 

Parties will have the right to "participate", as at this point the appeal forms part of the "criminal 

proceedings", as provided for in Internal Rule 23(1). 

42. The effect of this participation of the Civil Parties in an appeal against a provisional detention 

order is that the Charged Person is confronted with matters which may not have been previously 

submitted at the adversarial hearing before the Co-Investigating Judges. This is a matter that 

could cause an imbalance in the procedures and the right to a fair trial, but such participation of 

Civil Parties is authorised and the procedures adopted by the ECCC must allow for this. 

43. The Internal Rules provide the Pre-Trial Chamber with the means of ensuring that any arent 

imbalance or unfairness can be addressed. A Charged Person is permitte 
'� 

submissions made by any Civil Parties. It is provided by Internal Rule 77(4) 

" Internal Rule 23(1 ); The Pre-Trial Chamber notes that in the Repo't on Victim P articipalion be 
Criminal Court by the War Crimes Research Office, Washington College of Law, November 2007, 
following, it is noted that the systems adopted in respect of victim participation are not without proble 
28 Internal Rules (Rev. 1) of the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia, 1 February 2008, 
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this will include the Civil Parties, must file written submissions with the Greffier of the Pre-

Trial Chamber before the hearing on the appeal. At all times the Pre-Trial Chamber can allow 

the Charged Person to provide written or oral submissions in response where the interests of the 

Charged Person are involved, even when new issues are raised during the hearing. In this way, 

the interests of the Charged Person can be protected without having a prescriptive procedure 

adopted which can potentially cause problems, as can be concluded from the experience of the 

ICC29. The Pre-Trial Chamber is additionally guided by the provisions oflntemal Rule 21(1)(a), 

which provide: 

ECCC proceedings shall be fair and adversarial and preserve a balance between the 

rights of the parties.30 

44. The Pre-Trial Chamber finds that the right of the Charged Person to a fair trial is therefore 

sufficiently guaranteed in the Internal Rules and balanced with the rights of Civil Parties to 

written and oral participation in the proceedings before the Pre-Trial Chamber dealing with an 

appeal against the detention order. 

45. The procedures of the Pre-Trial Chamber were followed, as related in paragraphs 1 to 4 of this 

decision. A few days before the hearing, lawyers were appointed for the Civil Parties and they 

indicated that they wished to be heard. The Pre-Trial Chamber made such directions as were 

necessary to ensure that the rights of the Charged Person were not adversely affected. 

46. In the instant case, the Charged Person was confronted with the fact that the Civil Parties could 

make oral submissions after the Co-Lawyers made their initial submissions during the hearing. 

Prior to the hearing, the Civil Parties did not file written submissions. The Co-Lawyers 

complained about permitting the Civil Parties to orally submit their views. The Pre-Trial 

Chamber requested the lawyers of the Civil Parties to deliver copies of the written versions of 

their oral submissions. The contents of these submissions were taken into account by the Pre

Trial Chamber and the parties when addressing the Chamber concerning the asserted right by 

the Civil Parties to participate in the appeal. The Pre-Trial Chamber decided to continue the 

hearing of the appeal with the participation of the Civil Parties with agreement from all parties. 

The contents of the submissions of the Civil Parties disclosed their awareness of their duty to 

only address relevant issues regarding the interests of the Civil Parties in the iss 

This does not foreclose the possibility that the Civil Parties will in the future 
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efficiency of the proceedings. The rights of the Charged Person were preserved by permitting 

him to make further written submissions addressing the ability of the Civil Parties to be heard 

on the appeal. Additionally, the Charged Person exercised the right given by the Pre-Trial 

Chamber to respond to the submissions of the Civil Parties during his initial oral submissions. 

The rights of the Charged Person to a fair hearing were thus balanced and protected and not 

violated, as asserted by him. 

47. The Pre-Trial Chamber finds that according to Internal Rule 23(3) it is the decision of the Co

Investigating Judges to approve the applications of the Civil Parties. There is no possibility for 

the Charged Person to appeal this decision. The Pre-Trial Chamber therefore has no jurisdiction 

to determine whether the Co-Investigating Judges' assessment was not made in accordance with 

the Rules, as is asserted by the Co-Lawyers. 

48. The Co-Lawyers asserted that difficulties may arise in the future if the number of Civil Parties 

increases.31  The Pre-Trial Chamber has reflected upon the implications of its decision for the 

future . In exercising its jurisdiction, the Pre-Trial Chamber cannot speculate on facts that may 

or may not be presented to it in the future, as its jurisdiction is limited to only matters that have 

occurred and not those that may occur. 

49. Unlike the ICC Statute, the Internal Rules provide that once admitted, a Civil Party may 

participate in all stages of the proceedings according to Internal Rule 23(4). There is no need to 

show any special interest in any stage of the proceeding, as asserted by the Co- Lawyers. 
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